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Chronicle Jan Taug

This is how you
lead when
everyone works
from home

← Network
analysis has
been used to
describe
relationships
and centrality:
from
pandemics,
terror, fake
news and
financial panic
to why
Barcelona anno
2010 was the
best football
team of all
time, write Jan
Taug (Photo:
Illustration:
JOIN21)

Working from home work best if the
manager treats the organization as a
network rather than a hierarchy. That is
how visionary business leaders get a
competitive advantage.
Jan Taug, PhD in relational capital and
organizational systems, founder of JOIN21

Jan Taug, PhD

The world learns to work from home. As
●
we enter the uncertain second phase of the

corona crisis, it is uncertain when and if
knowledge workers will return to their offices
at all. At the same time, managers are forced
to answer the impact of home offices related
to productivity and innovation. Question is
also if they even understand what is going on
in their company when the corner office is
moved to web meetings.
The story is full of failed attempts to let
employees work from anywhere. This time,
there are some new tools from the world of
research that can help managers and
employees see what happens when people are
no longer sitting in their office spaces.
Elon Musk has threatened to fire executives
who believe ideas should follow the
established decision chain: The fruitful ideas
emerge in organizations that behave like
networks where ideas are created across
formal and informal relationships. Such
thoughts have underpinned previous attempts
to introduce more extensive use of the Home
Office, the first during the oil crisis of the
early 1970s.
Around 2005, the technology was so mature
that giants like IBM and Yahoo sent
thousands of employees home. They sold
redundant office buildings and newly acquired
knowledge of "agile workflow" to become
attractive employers for young talent who
wanted flexibility. Nevertheless, around 2010,
the home workers were relentlessly called
back to the office.
Google's and Apple's free food-andtransportation strategy to keep employees as
long as possible in the office, won the day.

Working from anywhere
increases communication
with close colleagues, but it
becomes harder to contact
those you don't know

Transferred to leaders and employees we call
it network leadership. And it's not just for
leaders, we're all leaders in our own networks.

The insights of people and technology in your
organization are visualized as a network
where each node is a person, and the node's
size and location shows how central the
person is. The thickness of the lines between
the nodes shows frequency and value. This
Why the full turnaround?
show how the organization really works with
The Home Office has several documented
informal managers and experts, knowledge
challenges, such as the introduction of new
brokers, bottlenecks, and silos.
employees and relationship building. The
work-freetime balance changes, and the
This network insights can now be followed in
absence of spontaneous meetings can reduce
real time, like a Google Earth for
trust and innovation in companies.
organizations: Zoom in and you'll see how
experts or departments are connected. Zoom
Working
from
anywhere
increases
out and you can see your entire organization
communication with close colleagues, but it
and its external network of partners,
becomes harder to contact those you don't
customers, and vendors.
know.
Network leadership is used, among other
The main reason why the Home Office did not
things, to create:
gain a foothold was leaders need for
overview: It's hard to observe and follow up → better knowledge flow and cross functional
when people aren't sitting at their desks.
teams
Leaders who hold on to hierarchical → good anchoring of new change initiatives
organizations and physical presence have → increase productivity and innovation
simply lacked the tools that allows them to see → improve customer and partner relationships.
how their company creates value through
networks of employees, partners, and Globally, less than ten percent have seen
their organization as a network. Visionary
customers.
leaders, with their roots in the less
In some research domains, network insights hierarchical management philosophy, have
have long been used to describe relationships good starting point for making success with
and spread in networks: from pandemics, network-based organizations. They can make
terror, fake news and financial panic to why network leadership an advantage that creates
Barcelona anno 2010 was the best football engagement, efficiency and competitiveness.
team of all time.

